Molecular motor translocation kinetics: Application of Monte Carlo computer simulations to determine microscopic kinetic parameters.
Methods for studying the translocation of motor proteins along a filament (e.g., nucleic acid and polypeptide) typically monitor the total production of ADP, the arrival/departure of the motor protein at/from a particular location (often one end of the filament), or the dissociation of the motor protein from the filament. The associated kinetic time courses are often analyzed using a simple sequential uniform n-step mechanism to estimate the macroscopic kinetic parameters (e.g., translocation rate and processivity) and the microscopic kinetic parameters (e.g., kinetic step-size and the rate constant for the rate-limiting step). These sequential uniform n-step mechanisms assume repetition of uniform and irreversible rate-limiting steps of forward motion along the filament. In order to determine how the presence of non-uniform motion (e.g., backward motion, random pauses, or jumping) affects the estimates of parameters obtained from such analyses, we evaluated computer simulated translocation time courses containing non-uniform motion using a simple sequential uniform n-step model. By comparing the kinetic parameters estimated from the analysis of the data generated by these simulations with the input parameters of the simulations, we were able to determine which of the kinetic parameters were likely to be over/under estimated due to non-uniform motion of the motor protein.